
Dare to be different
with Genuine Toyota RAV4 Accessories

GENUINE
ACCESSORIES

3 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL ACCESSORIES FITTED TO A NEW TOYOTA RAV4

www.toyotaaccessories.ie
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1.  FRONT & REAR MUD FLAPS
Designed to minimise water, mud 
and stones spraying onto your 
car’s body. For the front and rear.

PART NUMBER: PK38942K00EP
€174.00

2.  SIDE MOULDING*
Side mouldings provide your vehicle with 
an extra layer of protection to help guard 
the side panels against minor bumps and 
scrapes.

*AVAILABLE IN A SELECTION OF COLOURS.

PART NUMBER: PT9384219002 (Black)
€252.00

PART NUMBER: PW24142000

3.  TRUNK LINER
Tailored to fit the trunk of your 
vehicle and provide protection
against dirt and spills. The design 
features a special anti-slip surface 
pattern to help stop luggage 
moving.

€70.00

4.  RUBBER MATS
Genuine tailored fit rubber floor mats 
help protect your carpets against the 
very worst conditions that you or your 
passengers dare to tread inside. They 
are impervious to dirt, mud and water 
and can be removed for easy cleaning.

PART NUMBER: PW210-42007
€75.00



5.  ROOF BOX PACIFIC 200 
Roof Racks And Bars Roof Racks
fitted to your car will increase 
versatility and practicality. Roof 
bars are the perfect solution for
families going on holiday, 
looking for more space. 

€435.00
PART NUMBER: PW308-00000
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7.  ROOF RACK ATTACHMENTS
Wheels fit into a moulded profile, 
allowing the bicycle to free stand 
in an upright position. The means 
you can use both hands when 
securing the wheels and the 
frame.

€150.00
PART NUMBER: PW308-00004

8.  CROSS BARS
A strong yet lightweight lockable 
design with wing shaped bars to 
reduce wind noise and streamlined 
clamp covers for a stylish finish. 
It is easy to install, use and store.

PART NUMBER: PW301-42000
€324.00
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6.  TOWING HITCH AND 
WIRING HARNESS
The fixed towing hitch gives 
you a safe towing capability. It is 
purposely designed for your car 
and has a tough anti-corrosion 
surface treatment.

€699.00
PART NUMBER: IENGN-RAVTW19



PART NUMBER: PW650-00044 + PW652-42001 (Bracket)

10.  ADJUSTABLE TABLET HOLDER*
Slots neatly into the headrest docking
station to create a stable base for using
virtually any make of tablet.

*HEADREST DOCKING STATION REQUIRED.

11.  HEADREST DOCKING STATION
The headrest docking station features
a docking slot for the adjustable tablet
holder and also has two retractable
arms for hanging a jacket or bag.
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9.  TOYOTA PREMIUM SATELLITE NAVIGATION
Wherever you’re going, keeping your Toyota  Navigation 
System up to date is essential for real peace of mind. 
That  way, you can be sure  that the route you’re following 
uses the very latest map data, so you won’t be caught out 
by new road systems or other changes.

PART NUMBER: PZ017-00006-01 PART NUMBER: PC228-0K004-M2
€899.00 €93.00 €32.00
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PART NUMBER: PN IENG-RAVTW19

13.  TOWING HITCH AND 
WIRING HARNESS
The fixed towing hitch gives 
you a safe towing capability. It is 
purposely designed for your car 
and has a tough anti-corrosion 
surface treatment.

€699.00

12.  BONNET DEFLECTOR
Custom designed to match the aerodynamic 
contours of yourvehicle and work by diverting
airflow, it also provides your vehicle with an 
extra layer ofprotection to help guard the
bonnet of your vehicle againstminor bumps 
and scrapes.

PART NUMBER: PZQ15-42130

€150.00
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PART NUMBER: 08162-42810

14. WIND DEFLECTORS
Aerodynamically shaped to 
reduce in-cabin wind noise and 
buffering when driving with open
windows. For the front and rear
windows.

€298.00



PART NUMBER: PW405-42000-01

15.  REAR LOWER TRUNK GARNISH
With a smart chrome finish to add an 
extra elementof style along the lower 
edge of your car’s trunk.

€145.00

16.  FRONT CHROME GARNISH
This garnish adds a distinctive 
chrome highlight to your car’s 
front bumper.

PART NUMBER: PW401-42000-01
€175.00

17.  SIDE CHROME GARNISH
Carefully designed to integrate 
with the contours of your car. 
A luxury touch of chrome that 
customises and enhances the 
look of your RAV4.

PART NUMBER: PW156-42000-01
€345.00
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18.  SIDE STEPS
Side steps enhance the rugged appeal 
of your car while also making it easier 
for you to access the vehicle roof and 
roof rack.

PART NUMBER: PZQ44-42120
€895.00

19.  SIDE UNDERRUN
Sculpted aerodynamic design to 
give your car and even more 
powerful appearance.

PART NUMBER: PW150-42000-BF
€592.00
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20.  WHEEL LOCK NUTS
Replacing one nut on each wheel 
with a Toyota hardened steel 
wheel lock will maximise security 
for your valuable alloys. 

€45.00
PART NUMBER: PW456-00000

21.  HYBRID SCUFF PLATES
Genuine scuff plates for the door
sills create an immediate impression
of style while also serving a very
practical purpose of protecting
the sill paintwork from dirty marks,
scrapes and scratches.

€240.00
PART NUMBER: PW382-42000 (Full Set)
PART NUMBER: PW382-42001 (€120.00 Front Set)
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22.  RAV4 SCUFF PLATES
Genuine scuff plates for the door
sills create an immediate impression
of style while also serving a very
practical purpose of protecting
the sill paintwork from dirty marks,
scrapes and scratches.

€240.00
PART NUMBER: PW382-42K01-E1 (Full Set)



PART NUMBER: PW457-42000-ZC

17” ALLOY*
Especially designed for
the vehicle, alloy wheels 
add even more 
distinction to your car’s
outstanding good looks.

€1,055.00

*ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT BUT EXCLUDE FITTING. CENTRE CAPS AND NUTS NOT INCLUDED.

PART NUMBER: PW457-42001-MB

18” ALLOY*
Fitting genuine Toyota 
alloy wheels makes a 
bold statement about 
quality, style and 
individuality. 

€1,255.00
PART NUMBER: PW457-42001-ZB

18” ALLOY*
Especially designed for
the vehicle, alloy wheels 
add even more 
distinction to your car’s
outstanding good looks.

€1,207.00
PART NUMBER: PW457-42001-ZC

18” ALLOY*
Fitting genuine Toyota 
alloy wheels makes a 
bold statement about 
quality, style and 
individuality. 

€1,170.00
PART NUMBER: PW457-42002-ZC

19” ALLOY (Conv)*
Especially designed for
the vehicle, alloy wheels 
add even more 
distinction to your car’s
outstanding good looks.

€1,550.00



Protect your Investment 
with Toyota ProTect

✓ One-off application (bodywork, alloy, fabric) 
✓ 5 years warranty
✓ Prevent colour fading by cutting UV rays 
✓ Reduces micro-scratches by 40%
✓ Protect your investment/residual value
 

PROTECT YOUR VEHICLE FROM:

Road Grime Traffic Film / Fumes

Acid Rain Road Salt

Sunlight & UV Everyday Spills & Stains

TOYOTA PROTECT LEVELS AND PROTECTS
THE SURFACE WITH A CERAMIC COATING

Bodywork 
Protection
€360.00

Alloy 
Protection
€40.00

Fabric
Protection
€100.00

€399.00
 

ALL 3 PROTECTIONS



RAV4 CARE PACK

PACK PRICE: 
€199.00 (includes parts, labour and VAT).

3 year warranty on all new accessories fitted  to a Toyota RAV4.

PART NUMBER: IENGD-RAV4C

A.  MUD FLAPS
Especially shaped 
to prevent water, 
mud and stones 
spraying into your
car.

B.  TRUNK LINER
Made from tough 
flexible plastic with 
a non-slip surface 
pattern and raised 
edges to shield the 
trunk carpet against 
mud, dirt, sand and
liquids.
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C-HR CHROME PACK

PACK PRICE: 
€399.00 (includes parts, labour and VAT).

3 year warranty on all new accessories fitted  to a Toyota RAV4.

PART NUMBER: IENGD-RAVST

A.  SIDE SILLS
A tasteful chrome garnish to complement and enhance the 
RAV4’s sculpted sills.

B.  LOWER TRUNK GARNISH
A detail providing that subtle extra touch of pure quality.
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A.  CROSS BARS
A strong yet lightweight
lockable design with wing 
shaped bars to reduce wind 
noise and streamlined clamp 
covers for a stylish finish. It is 
easy to install, use and store.

B.  BIKE HOLDER
Wheels fit into a 
moulded profile, allowing 
the bicycle to free stand
in an upright position.

 
C.  BOOT ORGANISER
Folds flat when not in use, 
but opens out to provide tidy 
storage for travel essentials.  

D.  HYBRID KEY COVER
Hybrid smart entry key cover 
featuring the hybrid logo in
distinctive silver and black 
design.

PACK PRICE:
€499.00 (includes parts, labour and VAT).

3 year warranty on all new accessories fitted to a Toyota RAV4.

PART NUMBER: IENGD-RAV4A

RAV4 ACTIVE PACK
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PACK PRICE:
€599.00 (includes parts, labour and VAT).

3 year warranty on all new accessories fitted to a Toyota RAV4.

PART NUMBER: IENGD-RAVST-H

RAV4 STYLE  PACK PLUS

A. SIDE SILLS
A tasteful chrome 
garnish to complement 
and enhance the 
RAV4’s sculpted sills.

B.  LOWER TRUNK
GARNISH
A detail providing 
that subtle extra 
touch of pure quality.

C. SCUFF PLATES
The painted aluminium 
scuff plates combine 
great looks with tough
door still protection.
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Toyota Genuine Leather Seats

NOTE: PREMIUM KITS HAVE ALL NATURAL LEATHER. STANDARD KITS HAVE NATURAL LEATHER COMBINED WITH SYNTHETIC LEATHER.

PART NUMBER: 
PW220-42012-C2

Toyota RAV4 Alcantara with 
Premium  Black Leather. RAV4  
Embossed in Backrest.

Full Kit: €1,850.00
Price includes VAT and fitting

PART NUMBER: 
PW220-42006-C3

Toyota RAV4
Standard Bi-Tone
Light Grey Leather.

Full Kit: €1,750.00
Price includes VAT and fitting

PART NUMBER: 
PW220-42007-ES

Toyota RAV4
Standard Bi-Tone
Saddle Brown Leather.

Full Kit: €1,750.00
Price includes VAT and fitting



The BABY-SAFE Plus provides the ideal and 
safest travel solution for your baby from birth
(from 0 to 12/15 months - 0kg to 13kg).

Your baby is secured by the 5-point safety
harness; and the deep, softly padded side
wings and headrest add to your babys safety
and comfort. The headrest and harness height
can be easily adjusted from the front, while
the patented integral recline system allows
for a flatter position for your newborn to lie.

H = 57cm
W = 44cm
D = 65cm
Weight = 3.9kg

€294.92
PART NUMBER: 73700-0W030

CHILD RESTRAINT SEAT G0 + BABY SAFE PLUS

The DUO Plus child seat provides the ideal and
safest travel solution for your child from approx
8 months to 4 years (from 9kg to 18kg). Your
child is secured by the 5-point safety harness
(with one-pull adjustment); and the deep,
softly padded side wings and headrest add to
your babys safety and comfort.
 
H = 64cm
W = 45cm
D = 46cm
Weight = 9kg

€467.64
PART NUMBER: 73700-0W180

CHILD RESTRAINT SEAT G1 DUO PLUS

The KIDFIX provides the ideal and safest 
travel solution for your child from 4 years 
to 12 years (15kg - 36kg). Deep, softly 
padded full side wings provide optimum 
side impact protection for your child along 
the entire seat.
 
H = 66cm
W = 43cm
D = 43cm
Weight = 8.5kg

€360.00
PART NUMBER: 73700-0W050

CHILD RESTRAINT SEAT G2 KIDFIX



MERCHANDISE

Toyota Merchandising  Collection
All the very best in Toyota branded merchandise. Each choice is designed 
with a touch of class, an eye for detail and our promise of quality.

CAPUMBRELLA

TOYOTA 
GAZOO RACING TEAM

POLO SHIRT

TOYOTA 
GAZOO RACING TEAM 
LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET

WATCH SPORTS BAGBAG PACK

TROLLEY - CABIN SIZEHOODIESPORTVEST WIND JACKET

TOYOTA 
GAZOO RACING TEAM
WOMEN’S POLO SHIRT

POLO SHIRT

TOYOTA 
GAZOO RACING TEAM

MODEL CAR

AT YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA 
AUTHORISED DEALER

BUY 
NOW

www.toyotaaccessories.ie



Terms & Conditions: Images are for display purposes only. Prices valid from February 1st to December 31st 2019 subject to availability.  
Prices include VAT & fitment and apply to Toyota RAV4. Toyota Ireland reserves the right to adjust pricing without prior notice.  

www.toyotaaccessories.ie


